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Before you buy this book, please first head over to our sample page

-Â elementsofprogramminginterviews.com/sampleThe sampler should give you a very good idea of

theÂ qualityÂ andÂ styleÂ of our book. In particular, be sure you areÂ comfortable with the level and

with our Java coding style.Complete programs are available atÂ epibook.github.io.Since different

candidates have different time constraints, EPI includes aÂ study guideÂ with

severalÂ scenarios,Â ranging from weekendÂ HackathonÂ toÂ semester long preparationÂ with a

recommended a subset of problems for each scenario.Â All problems are classified in terms of

theirÂ difficulty levelÂ and include manyÂ variantsÂ to help you apply what you have learned more

widely.All problems includesÂ hintsÂ for readers who get stuck. This simulates what you will face in

theÂ real interview.The version being sold by  itself is always current. Some resellers may have

older versions, especially if they sell used copies.
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Background: I bought the previous version of this book (the C++ one titled Elements of

Programming Interviews: The Insiders' Guide) and posted a review that I found it very useful, but

the print was too small for me and I was more versed in Java than C++. I was then contacted by the

authors and they graciously offered a free advance copy of this book, the Java version with bigger

font.The book is essentially the same as the previous one, but the larger type makes it a lot easier

on my eyes (I'm at that age where I'm finding that I have to get fine print *away* from my eyes to



focus properly), and the Java is much more familiar to me, although since the problems are

algorithmic by nature you don't see much difference in the code (which is a good thing - these books

are not about specific turns and tricks of C++ or Java, it's about solving problems with a good

algorithm, and then it's implemented in C++ or Java). So if you prefer C++ and don't have problems

with small type, go with the original one. If you must have the more comfortable type and/or Java,

this is the one. (See pictures for size and code comparison)As for the content, I found it extremely

useful. Mind you, it assumes you have knowledge of the basics and not so basics of data structures,

sorting, dynamic programming, recursion, etc. If you do not have this knowledge, this book won't be

of much use. The value of this book is showing a ton of questions where these foundation topics are

applied to problem solving.
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